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INTRODUCTION

Rotatable torsion angles (TAs) are the major degrees of freedom

that enable protein flexibility. Thus, they have attracted intensive

research over the last four decades. Since the pioneering work of

Ramachandran and his coworkers, a series of computational and sta-

tistical studies have shown that adjacent TAs are highly coupled.1–5

Certain combinations, such as the right-handed helix or valine’s most

favorable rotamer, are very common. Other combinations are absent

from protein structures. Further, the trends observed in large data-

bases with thousands of proteins and hundreds of thousands of resi-

dues are mirrored in each of the known protein structures.

Modern X-ray crystallography uses energy functions and other

restraints that are based on TAs, but the last steps of refinement usu-

ally remove these restraints.6,7 Thus, statistics of TA values observed

in high resolution structures can be used in the analysis of newly

determined structures. On one hand, residues with ‘‘forbidden’’ TA

combinations (e.g. at the lower right region of the Ramachandran

plot) suggest a structure of low quality.6,8–12 On the other hand, res-

idues with ‘‘unfavorable’’ TAs were shown to be deserving special

attention as they are likely to be involved in the protein’s func-

tion.11,13

Unlike crystallography, protein NMR spectroscopy experiments do

not allow direct TA determination. The TAs in NMR structures result

from an optimization process that takes into account both the NMR

constraints and an energy function. Knowledge extracted from high

quality X-ray structures may be used to estimate the quality of the

NMR structures,14–16 or to be directly embedded in the energy func-

tion.17–19 Biasing either the energy function or the search procedure

towards preferred TA values is also a common practice in protein

structure prediction.20–22

Quite a few TA energy terms have been proposed so far. They differ

in their fundamental assumptions (mainly physics vs. knowledge-

based), the specific TAs they handle, and their implementation details.

Physics-based force fields typically use one-dimensional sum-of-cosines
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ABSTRACT

Rotatable torsion angles are the major degrees of

freedom in proteins. Adjacent angles are highly

correlated and energy terms that rely on these

correlations are intensively used in molecular

modeling. However, the utility of torsion based

terms is not yet fully exploited. Many of these

terms do not capture the full scale of the correla-

tions. Other terms, which rely on lookup tables,

cannot be used in the context of force-driven

algorithms because they are not fully differentia-

ble. This study aims to extend the usability of

torsion terms by presenting a set of high-dimen-

sional and fully-differentiable energy terms that

are derived from high-resolution structures. The

set includes terms that describe backbone confor-

mational probabilities and propensities, side-

chain rotamer probabilities, and an elaborate

term that couples all the torsion angles within

the same residue. The terms are constructed by

cubic spline interpolation with periodic bound-

ary conditions that enable full differentiability

and high computational efficiency. We show that

the spline implementation does not compromise

the accuracy of the original database statistics.

We further show that the side-chain relevant

terms are compatible with established rotamer

probabilities. Despite their very local character-

istics, the new terms are often able to identify

native and native-like structures within decoy

sets. Finally, force-based minimization of NMR

structures with the new terms improves their

torsion angle statistics with minor structural

distortion (0.5 Å RMSD on average). The new

terms are freely available in the MESHI molecu-

lar modeling package. The spline coefficients are

also available as a documented MATLAB file.
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functions (see Ref. 23 and references therein) though

{u,w}-cross terms are starting to emerge.24 Their appa-

rent difficulty in reproducing the observed TA distribu-

tions resulted in a flourish of knowledge-based terms

that represent either the probability7,21,25,26 or the pro-

pensity27,28 of residues to adopt a given TA combina-

tion. At least one leading group actually uses both types

of knowledge-based terms.22

Most knowledge-based terms operate on at least two

TAs from the same residue as warranted by the strong

coupling between TAs in protein residues. The coupling

of TAs from successive residues was also studied.12,28

Side-chain TAs and their coupling to the backbone con-

formations are often handled by rotamer libraries.29,30

The implementation details of energy terms have two

major implications: evaluation speed and differentiability,

which in turn determine which optimization schemes

can be used with them. Lookup table implementations

provide rapid energy calculations but only discontinuous

first derivatives.7,18,22 These are clearly the implementa-

tions of choice in force-free schemes such as most

Monte-Carlo search algorithms.31 The discontinuous

forces, however, may lead to poor convergence in force-

driven schemes.17 The multi-dimensional sum of Gaus-

sian wells provides the opposite compromise, perfect dif-

ferentiability at the expense of evaluation speed.17

Recently, Fujitsuka et al.26 presented an implementation

that is both efficient and continuously differentiable.

They used a bi-cubic spline interpolation of the lookup

table for a probability-based u/w term. The spline inter-

polation ensures continuity of the forces. Their treatment

of the side-chains, however, is discrete.

In this study, we present a generic approach for fully

differentiable TA energy terms that account for the cou-

pling of all the TAs in a residue. This approach is based

on a modular set of multi-dimensional TA energy terms

that represent both probability and propensity. Full dif-

ferentiability is ensured by the use of multi-dimensional

cubic splines with periodic boundary conditions. We

demonstrate the accuracy, utility, and some limitations of

the new energy terms in a diverse series of tests that

include comparison with a higher resolution energy

term, comparison with rotamer probabilities known from

the literature, discrimination of native and native-like

structures among diverse decoy sets, and force-based

minimization of NMR-derived structures. We argue that

the inclusion of these terms may be beneficial for various

applications in protein structure prediction, model

refinement, and molecular dynamics.

METHODS

Torsion angles database

Our database includes 177,443 residues from a non-

redundant set of 850 high quality protein structures.30

We excluded from the database incomplete residues and

residues that include atoms with a high (>40) tempera-

ture factor. Residues at chain termini and residues that

flank disordered regions are likewise excluded, as they do

not have a full set of u and w TAs.

Distances in torsion space

Let ~x 5 (x1,. . .,xn) and ~y ¼ ðy1; . . . ; ynÞ be vectors of

TAs. Their distance is defined as:

Dðx~;~yÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
1

fminðjxi � yij; 2 � p� jxi � yijÞg2
s

ð1Þ

Indeed this definition is somewhat debatable as the

meaning of the distance heavily depends on dimensional-

ity, with the largest possible distance ranging from
ffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
to

ffiffiffiffiffi
6p

p
for the two and six dimensions (i.e., glycine vs.

lysine), respectively. In practice, however, the addition of

a dimension specific constant to the energy term solves

this problem (see below).

Estimation of the probability
density function

Let aa be a specific residue type, and let X denote some

subset of the TAs that define the conformation of aa such

as {u,w,v1} or {v1,v2}. Let ~x denote a specific vector of

values in the TA space of X. The probability density

function at ~x is estimated from the TA database as

Pð~x jaaÞ ¼
P

~y e
�Dð~x;~yÞ2

r2P
~y

P
~z e

�Dð~y;~zÞ2
r2

ð2Þ

where the summations are over all occurrences of type

aa in the database, r is a constant (chosen as 168 in this

work), ~y and ~z are also vectors in X. This formulation

follows the theory of normal kernel density estimators.40

Basic energy terms

All the TA energy terms presented in this work (Table

I) are linear combinations of basic energy terms. All the

basic terms are continuous functions of up to three TAs.

We refer to them as basic because they address the sets

of TAs that are most strongly coupled, and thus cannot

be decomposed into simpler terms. The basic terms are

derived from the estimations of the probability density

functions.

Eaaðx~Þ ¼ � logðPðx jaaÞÞ � Caa ð3Þ

where Caa is an empirically determined constant that

depends on the number of TAs in the aa residue type:
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Cala,gly 5 20.88, Ccys,ser,thr,val 5 20.31, Casp,phe,his,ile,leu,

asn,pro,trp,tyr 5 0, Cglu,met,gln 5 0.21, Clys,arg 5 0.37.

In low density regions, that would become high energy

regions, the accuracy of the energy is sacrificed for the sake

of smoothness. These regions are expected to have very lit-

tle effect on the energy of the models but high energy local

minima may considerably hamper simulations.

The probability density functions and the energy terms

are derived by a five-step process (Fig. 1).

1. Removal of outliers [Fig. 1(A)] – The database includes

rare TA combinations, whose exact contributions to the

probability density functions are hard to interpret given
the size of the database. Thus, they are ignored in the
construction of the energy terms. An observation (aa,x)
is ignored if fewer than 0.5% of the total observations of
residue type aa are within a certain radius around it. This
radius was chosen as 158 in the construction of 1D and
2D terms, and 258 for 3D terms. Depending on the resi-
due type, 2.0–7.8% of the observations were excluded.

2. Grid construction [Fig. 1(A)] – The space spanned by

the TAs is sampled using a grid. The denser the grid, the

more accurate is the sampling, but the memory require-

ments also rise accordingly. In the current implementa-

tion, the u\w space is uniformly sampled by an 188 grid
(20 samples per TA). Side-chain TAs are sampled non-

uniformly to allow wider spacing in sparsely populated

areas. Each TA is sampled at eight or twelve points: at

its peak density values, 188 away from them on both

sides and at the midpoints between these clusters.

3. Sampling and pseudo-counts addition – First, the

probability density function at the grid points is

estimated [Eq. (2)] and local density maxima are

identified. Then, at points with very low density

(<2) we add a pseudo-count , which equals to one

minus half the distance to the closest local density

maximum.

4. Conversion of the density functions to energy terms

[Eq. (3), Fig. 1(B,C)]. Because of the pseudo-counts

no grid point has density below zero or energy above

12.92.

5. Cubic spline interpolation with periodic boundary

conditions between the grid points32 [Fig. 1(D)].

Propensity energy terms

Propensity measures the conformational preferences of

a specific residue type as compared with the entire resi-

due population.28 It is derived from the probability den-

sity functions by:

PropensityaaðxÞ ¼
PaaðxÞ
PðxÞ ð4Þ

where P(x) is the probability density function of the

entire residue population, regardless of type. Because of

the log function in Eq. (3), the following two- and three-

dimensional propensity energy terms can be constructed

from linear combinations of basic terms:

EnProp2Daaðu;wÞ
¼ Ramach2Daaðu;wÞ � Ramach2Dðu;wÞ ð5Þ

EnProp3Daaðu;w; v1Þ
¼ Ramach3Daaðu;w; v1Þ � Ramach3Dðu;w; v1Þ ð6Þ

where Ramach2D and Ramach3D are type-independent

functions based on the entire TA database. EnProp3D of

alanine and glycine is set as their EnProp2D value.

Table I
A Summary of all Energy Terms Presented in this Work

Basic terms
Ramach2Daa(u, w) Energies associated with the probability of observing a given configuration of TA values in a residue of type aa

[Eqs. (1) and (2)]. vi is any TA in the side-chain, apart from v1, that is applicable to aa.
Ramach3Daa(u, w, v1)

a

Chi1Daa (v1)
b

Chi2Daa (vi21, vi)
b

Propensity termsc

EnProp2Daa (u, w) Energies associated with the propensity of residue type aa to adopt certain TA values [Eqs. (4) and (5)]
EnProp3Daa (u, w, v1)

a

Composite termsc,d

EnRESIDUEaa(u, w, v) The energy associated with the probability of observing a given configuration that encompass all the TAs
that are applicable to residue type aa [Eq. (7)].

EnINDaa(v)
b Same as EnRESIDUE, except that only the side-chain TAs are considered. This function should correlate with

probabilities of backbone-independent rotamer libraries [Eq. (8)].
EnDEPaa(u, w, v)

b The energy associated with the probability of observing a given v configuration in a residue of type aa with
a certain u and w backbone angles. This function should correlate with probabilities of backbone-dependent
rotamer libraries (Eq. 9).

The exact computation methods are described in the text. 1D, 2D, and 3D refer to the number of variables in each function.
aFor alanine and glycine, the 3D functions are defined as equal to the 2D counterparts.
bThese terms are defined as zero for alanine and glycine.
cThese terms are linear combinations of basic terms.
dv represents all the side-chain TAs that are applicable to type aa.
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Composite energy terms

This class of energy terms is associated with the

probabilities of observing TA configurations of higher

(up to six) dimensions. These terms are not fundamen-

tally different from the basic ones, and could be

derived directly from the database. However, because

the number of coefficients that define a spline grows

exponentially with its number of variables, it is imprac-

tical to use spline implementations of four variables or
more with current computer hardware. Fortunately, a
simplifying decomposition is possible. It relies on the
observation that while v1 is strongly coupled to the u
and w TAs, the v2 TA is primarily coupled to v1, the v3
TA is primarily coupled to v2, and the v4 TA is primar-
ily coupled to v3.5,29 Thus the probability density
function of a given TA combination may be approxi-
mated by:

Figure 1
Construction of a basic energy term [Eqs. (2) and (3)], illustrated for the Chi2D(v1, v2) of histidine. A. Initial TA values. Each point represents one observation of

histidine v1 and v2 in the database. The crosses represent TA values of very rare conformations that are removed in later steps. The dotted lines represent the specific grid

built for this amino acid type and these TAs. B. Contour plot of the probability density function at each grid point. C. Contour plot of the energy value at each grid

point, after the addition of pseudo-counts. D. Contour plot of the final, two-dimensional, spline-smoothed energy term.
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Pðu;w; v1; v2; v3; v4jaaÞ
ffi Pðu;w; v1jaaÞ � Pðv2jv1Þ � Pðv3jv2Þ � Pðv4jv3Þ

¼ Pðu;w; v1; jaaÞ �
Prðv2; v1Þ
Prðv1Þ

� Prðv3; v2Þ
Prðv2Þ

� Prðv4; v3Þ
Prðv3Þ

ð7Þ

Because of the log function in Eq. (3), the energy associ-

ated with this probability, which we denote as EnRESI-

DUE, may be written as the following sum of basic

terms:

EnRESIDUEaaðxÞ ¼

Ramach2Daaðu;wÞ þ Caa if aa 2 fA;Gg
Ramach3Daaðu;w; v1Þ þ Caa if aa 2 fC; S;V ;Tg
Ramach3Daaðu;w; v1Þ þ Caa

þ
Xn
i¼2

ðChi2Daaðvi�1; viÞ � Chi1DaaðviÞÞ otherwise

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

EnINDaaðxÞ ffi

0 if AA 2 fA;Gg
Chi1Daaðv1Þ þ Caa if AA 2 fC; S;V ;Tg

Chi1Daaðv1Þ þ Caa þ
Xn
i¼2

ðChi2Daaðvi�1; viÞ � Chi1DaaðviÞÞ otherwise

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð9Þ

EnDEPaaðxÞ ffi
(
0 if AA 2 fA;Gg
EnRESIDUEaaðxÞ � Ramach2Daað/;wÞ otherwise

ð10Þ

where x is the vector (v1,. . .,vn) for EnIND and (u, w,
v1,.., vn) for EnDEP.

Decoy sets

Four decoy sets were used in the assessment of the

energy terms:

(i). The ROSETTA all-atom decoy sets (RAADS)33

include 41 protein chains of length 35–66 residues

with 1600–1900 decoys each. The native structures

of 25 proteins were solved by X-ray crystallography

and 16 were solved by NMR. We considered 13 of

these sets as high-quality as at least 5% of their

decoys were close to native (RMS � 3.5 Å).

(ii). The LMDS decoy sets34 include 10 protein chains of

length 31–68 residues with 200–500 decoys each. The

native structures of nine proteins were solved by X-

ray crystallography. Only two sets are of high quality.

(iii). The CASP7 submission corpus was downloaded

from the CASP7 web site, http://predictioncenter.

org/casp7. Targets solved by NMR, cancelled targets

and targets for which fewer than 5% of all submis-

sions were within 3.5 Å of native were not consid-

ered. The domain parsing of the CASP7 assessors

was used, resulting in 63 domains. For each do-

main, the submission set consists only of submis-

sions that include all the atoms that were resolved

in the native structure. The average number of valid

submissions per domain is 368, and no domain has

less than 250 submissions.

Native discrimination and enrichment
of the decoy sets

The performance of the energy terms in native/decoys

discrimination tasks was evaluated as the Z-score of the

native protein energy against the distribution of decoy

energies. The ability of the energy terms to assist in

picking the lowest RMSD decoys was evaluated by

introducing the following enrichment measure for each

protein set.33

where x is the vector (u, w, v1,.., vn) and n is either 2, 3,

or 4 depending on the residue type aa. Backbone-inde-

pendent and backbone-dependent terms for side-chain

TAs are likewise approximated by:

E.D. Amir et al.
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Threading experiments

The threading experiments follow closely the protocol

of Shortle.28 A corpus of structure fragments was

obtained from the 850 proteins that were used to build

the TA database. All possible ungapped chain fragments

with lengths of 10, 20, 30, and 40 residues were included.

The number of fragments in the sets is 135,000–168,000,

depending on their length. Sequences for threading are

extracted from the fragment set by considering each 10th

fragment, thus guaranteeing a mutual difference of at

least ten residues between sequences. Each sequence is

threaded through the entire fragment set of correspond-

ing length, and the threading energy of each threading

instance is evaluated by the threading potential. The

energy of the sequence threaded into its native structure

is then compared with the energy of all the other thread-

ing instances. If the native threading energy is within the

lowest 0.1% of the incorrect threading energies we con-

sider it a success. Threading with the EnPROP3D poten-

tial requires that v1 is defined, and this is not applicable

with alanine and glycine in either the threaded sequences

or the templates. In those cases the EnPROP2D is used

instead.

Minimization experiments

The EnRESIDUE and EnProp2D energy terms were

employed in a minimization experiment as a ‘‘proof of

concept’’ of their derivability and minimization capabil-

ities. The following energy terms were used in conjunc-

tion with them: bond length, angle, plane, out-of-plane,

excluded volume and an all-atoms tether energy term.

All the energy terms had equal weights. The minimiza-

tion used the L-BFGS algorithm35 and was allowed to

continue until convergence.

Propensity grade

The propensity grade measures the compatibility of a

protein model with the TA propensity energies observed in

a large, nonredundant set of high-quality X-ray structures.

PROP Grade

¼ 1

n

X EnPROP2Daa �meanEnPROP2Daa

stdEnPROP2Daa

8>: 9>; ð12Þ

Where the summation is over all the residues of the pro-

tein and meanEnPROP2Daa and stdEnPROP2Daa are the

mean and standard deviations of the EnPROP2D energies

of all the residues of type aa in the database, respectively.

Since propensity energies are used (rather than the pro-

pensities themselves) the lower a model’s propensity

grade, the more closely it conforms to the database.

Implementation

Determination of the spline parameters was done in

MATLAB. All other results were obtained within the

framework of MESHI, a molecular modeling package

written in Java.36 Each composite or propensity term

was implemented as a separate sub-package. MESHI is

available for download at: http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/�meshi.

The spline parameters and the MATLAB scripts that gen-

erated them are available in MATLAB file format through

the MESHI website.

RESULTS

Accuracy estimates of the new energy terms

This work provides a set of high-dimensional and

differentiable TA energy terms for proteins. These terms

approximate the negative log of various probability den-

sity functions (Fig. 1). Several factors may compromise

the accuracy of this approximation: The relatively sparse

sampling of the density function by the grid, the use of

pseudo-counts, the spline interpolation and the use of

linear combinations of 1D, 2D, and 3D elements to form

up to six-dimensional functions. In this section we test

the accuracy of three terms: EnRESIDUE [Eq. (8)],

EnIND [Eq. (9)] and EnDEP [Eq. (10)]. These are the

most error-prone terms as their derivation includes all of

the approximation steps. Thus, their accuracy also

implies that the basic terms are accurate. Furthermore, as

the propensity terms are derived from the basic terms

without any approximations [Eqs. (5) and (6)], their ac-

curacy is also validated.

To test the accuracy of the EnRESIDUE term we com-

pared it with more direct and thus more accurate (and

computationally heavier) density estimation. For each

residue in the database, the probability of that residue’s

conformation was calculated using Eq. (2). The correla-

tion between the exponent of negative EnRESIDUE and

the estimated probability is 0.99. This high correlation

value indicates that our approximation captures much of

the true distribution. A higher resolution function (using

a u/w grid with 98 resolution rather than 188) achieved

essentially the same results (data not shown).

The availability of rotamer libraries provides a more

direct test for the side-chain terms EnIND and EnDEP.

Figure 2(A) compares the probabilities of the rotamers

from a backbone-independent library30,37 to the expo-

Enrichment ¼ jf15% Lowest Energy Decoysg \ f15% Lowest RMS Decoysgj
0:15�0:15�jComplete Decoy Setj ð11Þ
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nent of negative EnIND. The correlation between them is

0.93. Further, the more frequent rotamers often coincide

with the minima of the energy term [Fig. 3(A)]. The

EnIND term sometimes suggests continuity between

rotamers [Fig. 3(B)], which is not evident from the dis-

crete rotamer library.

The comparison between the backbone-dependent

library5 and the EnDEP energy term is somewhat more

problematic. The backbone-dependent library estimates

the rotamer probabilities for all backbone conformations

including extremely rare, and perhaps impossible, ones

(for example, {u,w} values around {08,08}). Conversely,

Figure 2
The correlation between the rotamer probabilities in the Dunbrack library5,37 and our side-chain energy terms. Each point refers to one rotamer from the Dunbrack

library. A. The backbone independent rotamer library and the exponent of negative EnIND (correlation, R 5 0.93). B. The backbone dependent rotamer library and the

exponent of negative EnDEP (correlation, R 5 0.93). The backbone dependent library samples the {u,w} TA values with 108 bins. Only rotamers from the most occupied

bins are included in the figure and correlation calculations (see text).

Figure 3
The contour plots of Chi2D(v1,v2) for two residue types (tryptophan (A) and asparagine (B)). Backbone-independent rotamers from the Dunbruck 2002 library are

marked by circles and squares. Rotamers marked with a square appear in unfavorable regions in the plot. However, their probability according to the rotamer library is

also very low (<1%). A. Polynomial spline for tryptophan. Most rotamers correspond to narrow local minima. B. Polynomial spline for asparagine. The plot has several

wide basins (for example, around v1 � 2608, v2 � 2758 to 308). Their representation in the spline is continuous, but a discrete rotamer library is forced to divide them

to several different rotamers.

E.D. Amir et al.
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our pseudo count scheme was mainly designed to result

in a high and smooth energy landscape in these conforma-

tions. There are no high energy local minima that may be

attributed to the rotamers. Thus, when all the rotamers

are considered, there is no correlation between the

rotamer probabilities and the exponent of negative EnDEP

(data not shown). On the other hand, when only the

most occupied regions of the Ramachandran plot are con-

sidered (108 3 108 bins that include at least 5% of the

database observations), the correlation is 0.93 [Fig. 2(B)].

Threading experiments

Another indirect evidence for the accuracy of the

energy terms is their ability to reproduce and improve

on previously reported results. Kocher et al.27 and later

Fang and Shortle28,38 showed that backbone conforma-

tional propensities are very effective in ungapped thread-

ing of protein fragments. We repeated and expanded

these experiments using the Ramach2D, EnPROP2D and

EnPROP3D terms. More than 16,000 sequence fragments

of lengths 10, 20, 30, and 40 amino acids were threaded

through about 170,000 structure fragments of corre-

sponding lengths. The fraction of sequences with energies

in the lowest 0.1% range (success rate) is shown in Fig-

ure 4, as a function of the fragment length. The results

are consistent with the studies of Fang and Shortle, and

show that the propensity term very accurately identifies

the native threading when the sequences are long. The

success rates of EnPROP2D are 19.4%, 50%, 71.4%, and

84.1% for fragments of lengths 10, 20, 30, and 40,

respectively. These numbers are nearly identical to the

results obtained by Fang and Shortle38 that used a dis-

crete {u,w} propensity potential that was based on 108 3
108 binning of the Ramachandran plot. The success rates

of EnPROP3 are 55.2%, 89.5%, 97.7%, and 99.4% for

fragments of lengths 10, 20, 30, and 40, respectively.

These rates are higher than those reported by Shortle,28

probably because of the finer grid sampling that was

used to construct EnPROP3D. In accord with previous

studies, we find that the conformational probabilities,

represented by our Ramach2D term, are much less suita-

ble than propensities as threading potentials. The use of

Ramach2D as the threading potential resulted in low suc-

cess rates of 0.15%, 0.1%, 0.1%, and 0.15% for fragments

of lengths 10, 20, 30, and 40, respectively.

We further studied the specific role of the two excep-

tional residue types, proline and glycine, in the success of

the propensity terms at picking native structure needles

from a huge haystack of non-native fragments. Because

of their special structures, propensities of glycines and

prolines have extreme values that are unmatched in the

other eighteen types. For example, threading of proline

into a structure that is forbidden by the proline stereo-

chemistry will result in very high propensity values. Like-

wise, threading of any residue into a structure that origi-

nated from a glycine-specific conformation will lead to

similar high propensity values. Thus, one may suggest

that the propensity terms merely identify correct registra-

tion of glycines and prolines between sequence and struc-

ture. We checked this claim with another threading

experiment, termed ‘‘noGP,’’ in which the contributions

of prolines and glycines were fully excluded. To this aim,

the propensities of prolines and glycines in the sequence

were not added to the total propensity energy. We also

discarded propensities of residues that were threaded into

structures that originated from prolines or glycines. The

results of this experiment (Fig. 4) show a marked

decrease in the success rates to 5.0%, 13.7%, 23.1%, and

32.3% for fragments of lengths 10, 20, 30, and 40,

respectively. These results indicate that glycines and pro-

lines are indeed responsible for the large part of the suc-

cess rates of the original experiments. Still, the success

rates of the ‘‘noGP’’ experiment are considerable even at

short fragment lengths, suggesting that the propensity

provides a genuine signal for the fit between sequence

and structure.

Identification of native and native-like
structures within decoy sets

Native energy Z-score and enrichment are two com-

mon benchmarks in assessing the performance of energy

Figure 4
The fraction of 16,000 sequences for which the native conformation ranked in

the lowest 0.1% of conformations (170 per 170,000) by propensity-based

threading potentials. Each line is the result of a different potential. Sh1 data are

taken from Fang and Shortle,38 Sh2 data are taken from Shortle28 and ‘‘noGP’’

data are calculated by EnPROP2D after the exclusion of glycine and proline

contributions.
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terms.33 The native energy Z-score quantifies the confi-

dence level in energy-based identification of native struc-

ture within a large decoy set. Enrichment quantifies the

ability to assess model quality. High enrichment values

indicate that the energy term is able to identify the best

models within the decoy set.

Here we tested two of the energy terms, EnPROP2D

and EnRESIDUE, using three decoy sets. In the Z-score

test (Table II), the EnPROP2D term is clearly superior to

the EnRESIDUE term on all sets, in agreement with the

threading experiments. Both terms, however, perform

worse when the native structure is solved by NMR, and

the Z-scores improve considerably when the NMR-con-

taining sets are removed from the test. This is not sur-

prising, as deviations of TA statistics in NMR structures

from those observed in X-ray structures were already

reported.13–15 Yet, the ability of our energy terms to

detect these deviations is encouraging.

Of special interest are the Z-score results obtained by

the EnPROP2D on the CASP7 submission corpus. A-pri-

ori, it was expected to be the most difficult decoy set as

we considered only targets for which good templates

were available during the prediction event and the mod-

els were created by the leading prediction groups. Yet,

the average Z-score of EnPROP2D on this set is remark-

ably low. Moreover, targets in which the native structures

had considerably lower propensity than all the submis-

sions were quite common. For example, target T0328

[Fig. 5(A)] was designated by the CASP7 assessors as

high-accuracy target, and indeed most of its submissions

have a 1.5–3 Å RMSD from native structure. Despite

that, its EnPROP2D energy is lower than that of any sub-

mission. In all, the EnPROP2D energy of the native struc-

ture was ranked as lowest in 37% of the domains and

was ranked among the lowest five submissions in 57% of

the domains [Fig. 5(B)].

Analysis of the submission propensities of specific

groups in the CASP7 decoy set show that group 020

(Baker) was unique in two ways. First, it submitted 100

models that had lower propensity energies (and thus

higher propensities) than the corresponding native struc-

ture. This is in great contrast to the next group by this

criterion (group 556 with 32 submissions) or the baseline

(about 20 submissions per group). Second, in many cases

it was the only group to submit models with lower

EnPROP2D energy than native [Fig 5(B)]. The ROSETTA

package that was developed by the Baker group uses

both TA propensity and probability terms in its force-

field.22 The above results indicate that these terms ful-

filled their purpose. The effect of these terms is also

Table II
Mean Z-scores of the Native Structure Energies

Decoy set EnRESIDUE EnPROP2D

LMDS (10 domains) 21.33 24.24
LMDS, w/o NMR (9 domains) 22.31 24.55
RAADS (41 domains) 2.8 21.12
RAADS, w/o NMR (25 domains) 20.06 22.37
CASP7 Corpus (63 domains) 20.5 21.89

The lower the Z-score, the better the energy discrimination between the native

structures and the decoys. NMR models yielded extremely high EnRESIDUE and

EnPROP2D energy values, and the scores improve when they are removed from

the complete decoy sets.

Figure 5
The values of EnPROP2D as a function of RMSD from native for the submissions of two CASP7 targets: (A) T0328 (306 residues) and (B) T0341 domain 1 (148

residues). Submissions are marked with squares and natives are marked with stars. The three lowest propensity models in the T0341 submissions were from group

020 (Baker).
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noticed in the ROSETTA generated RAADS set, which

proves the most difficult set in the Z-score test for both

EnPROP2D and EnRESIDUE. This difficulty is in great

contrast to the LMDS set that was derived with a very

naı̈ve treatment of TA.

Enrichment experiments, which test the ability of

energy terms to pick the best models out of the decoy

sets, show a somewhat different picture (Table III). In

this test, the probability and the propensity energy terms

show similar performance. Both perform well on the

high-quality decoy sets that include a large fraction of

native-like decoys. The enrichment of the other sets

degrades as the sets become less native-like. Still, enrich-

ment values above random selection exist also in the

LMDS set. The study that introduced the RAADS set33

also tested the enrichment of more than 20 energy terms

on the 41 sets (including solvation terms, hydrogen-

bonding terms and so on). The highest enrichment value

that was observed for a single term was 1.61, and only

seven of them had enrichment above 1.3. On that scale,

the enrichment values of both terms on the RAADS set

are fairly good.

Protein structure minimization

The motivation behind the protein structure minimi-

zation experiment is twofold. The first goal is technical,

to verify that minimization of a model under a forcefield

that includes the TA energy terms can indeed lead to

improvement in the TA criteria (i.e., the energy terms do

what they were designed to do). A second, more general

goal is to improve the quality of NMR structures. NMR

structures often perform poorly according to standard

TA criteria,13–15 as was also shown by the decoy set tests

in this work. Thus, improving the local quality of NMR-

derived structures without considerable global changes

may serve as an interesting test to the usefulness of our

terms.

The thirteen NMR structures of the RAADS set per-

form poorly in the TA test (CHICHK) of the WHATIF

package.6 Their average Z-scores for {u,w} and {v1,v2}
distributions are 24.2 and 23.9, respectively, while Z-

scores below 23 are considered ‘‘worrying.’’ Only three

of these structures have {u,w} Z-scores above 23 and all

of them are in the ‘‘poor’’ range between 22 and 23.

Their mean propensity grade is 0.15.

The native structures were energy minimized under an

energy function that included the EnRESIDUE and

EnPROP2D terms (see methods). The average RMSD of

the minimized models from the original structures is

only 0.5 Å. This slight global shift is accompanied by a

considerable improvement in the results of local quality

tests. The average {u,w} and {v1,v2} Z-scores of the

minimized models are 2.477 and 1.682, respectively, and

none of them were ‘‘poor’’ according to the CHICHK

definitions. Their mean propensity grade has improved

to 20.07. In the control experiment, the minimization

was performed without the EnRESIDUE and EnPROP2D

terms. The average RMSD of the minimized models from

the original structures was 0.24, lower than the experi-

ment group, and yet, the average {u,w} and {v1,v2} Z-

scores decreased to 24.43 and 24.3, respectively, and the

mean propensity grade was 0.14.

Testing the compatibility of the minimized structures

with the NMR constraints is beyond the scope of the

current work. Thus, we do not claim that these structures

are better than the initial structures in some biologically

relevant way. Still, we believe that these results suggest

that the new terms may be useful in this context.

DISCUSSION

Continuous first derivatives are a desired and often

required property of energy terms in force-driven algo-

rithms. Two approaches have been suggested so far for

the development of knowledge based TA energy terms

with this property. The first approach is to represent the

TA energy landscape by a sum of Gaussian func-

tions17,19,21 or Fourier terms.39 Although any func-

tional form may be approximated by such a sum, high

accuracy representations of nonregular landscapes require

the summation of a large number of terms. Thus, a

trade-off exists between accuracy and evaluation speed

for this approach. We chose an alternative, spline-based,

approach, which is similar to the one used by Fujitsuka

et al.26 With this approach the CPU requirements per

TA are constant regardless of the accuracy. However, the

number of spline coefficients grows alarmingly fast with

the number of dimensions in the function, and splines

with six TA variables (the number of coupled TAs in

lysines or arginines) are currently beyond the memory

capacities of most computers (several Gigabytes). We cir-

cumvent this problem by using low-density and nonuni-

form sampling and also by approximating high-dimen-

sional functions by linear combinations of low-dimen-

sional ones. A major result of the current study is that

these approximations do not considerably compromise

accuracy. In fact we show that the resulting energy terms

Table III
Mean Enrichment of the Decoy Set in Close-to-Native-Structures [Eq. (10)]

Decoy set EnRESIDUE EnPROP2D

LMDS (10 domains) 1.25 1.02
RAADS (41 domains) 1.12 1.28
RAADS, High Quality (13 domains) 1.59 1.53
CASP7 Corpus (63 domains) 1.62 1.54

The high quality RAADS decoy set and the CASP7 corpus include relatively many

decoys similar to the native. Their high scores indicate that the terms can choose

the more native like structures from a set of good structures and are appropriate

for structure refinement.
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are compatible with the criteria set by widely used struc-

ture assessment tools such as PROCHECK or WHATIF.

Thus, the current work presents, for the first time, an

accurate, computationally efficient and fully differentiable

treatment of the full TA space of any residue. We utilize

this approach to derive a series of terms that describe the

probability density functions of backbone conformations,

side-chain conformations and the conformations of

entire residues. We also derive terms that describe the

propensity of residue types to adopt certain backbone

conformations (Table I).

Our emphasis on accuracy is relaxed in the case of

underpopulated conformations. They are very sparsely

sampled and further, their observed densities were modi-

fied by the pseudo counts. Indeed, our major concern

regarding these conformations was to avoid high energy

local minima. We believe that the resulted inaccuracy is

negligible as these conformations are hardly or not at all

represented in native structures. High energy local min-

ima, on the other hand, may slow the convergence of

optimization experiments. It should be noted that this

decision is not inherent to the approach presented here.

A different pseudo-count scheme would result in higher

accuracy in the rare conformations.

From the native discrimination test that we performed

on the CASP7 submission corpus (Table II and Fig. 5), it

is apparent that the class of terms described in this study

is not yet used to its full strength. Some of the most

advanced forcefields available contributed to this decoy

set, and still the majority of them failed to reproduce the

native propensity energy (EnProp2D). The situation is

better with regard to the probability energy (EnRE-

SIDUE), but even here the average Z-score is negative,

which means that many prediction methods reached too

high probability energy. Similarly, TA propensity terms

are hardly ever used in the energy annealing stage of

NMR structure determination, resulting in structures

with higher average propensity energy than X-ray struc-

tures. Whether the reasons for the TA terms being under-

used are concerns about accuracy, speed or differentiabil-

ity, we hope that this work will facilitate their use.

Although we believe that energy terms like the ones

presented here are important ingredients in protein struc-

ture prediction schemes, they clearly do not encapsulate

all the complexity of protein TAs. Probability-based ener-

gies (e.g. EnRESIDUE) of many decoys are lower than

those of the native structures. Furthermore, models that

are subjected to minimization runs with a simplistic

energy function that only include bonded and TA terms

almost always reach a final state with probability and

propensity energies that are much lower than native

(data not shown). Clearly, other physical forces such as

solvation and hydrogen bonding strongly influence the

TAs. The optimal weighting of different energy terms is

an application-specific problem. It is not obvious that

the same weighting is optimal for structure optimization

and model selection. Thus, we did not address weighting

in this general work. It should be noted, though, that in

the minimization experiment we received reasonable

results with naı̈ve equal weighting of all energy terms.
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